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Slow, large-amplitude chain motions play an important role in determining the macroscopic 
mechanical properties of polymers. Although such motions have been studied quantitatively by 
two-dimensional (2D) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) exchange experiments, overlapping 
anisotropic patterns hamper spectral analysis, and limit applications. Variable angle correlation 
spectroscopy (VACSY) has proven useful in resolving such problems for rapidly spinning samples 
by separating anisotropic spectral patterns according to isotropic chemical shifts. In a previous study 
[J. Am. Chem. Soc. 115,4825 (1993)], we described a three-dimensi9nal (3D) NMR experiment that 
incorporates the VACSY method and a hop of the rotor axis to correlate the isotropic chemical shifts 
to 2D anisotropic exchange patterns. The hop of the rotor axis, however, presents experimental 
difficulties and limits the range of motional rates that may be studied. We present in this paper a new 
3D VACSY exchange experiment that obtains the same correlations without the need for the rotor 
axis hop. A series of 2D exchange spectra are recorded with the sample spinning at different rotation 
axis angles. Then using the scaling of the anisotropic frequency at the different angles, we construct 
the data onto a 3D matrix so that a Fourier transformation directly yields the desired correlations. 
The technique is applied to 13C exchange NMR to study the slow molecular motion of ordered 
isotactic polypropylene. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Much of the success of nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) experiments relies on the ability to resolve resonant 
frequencies for each chemical site. The high resolution pro
vided by technical advances in high-field superconducting 
magnets and the development of multidimensional tech
niques has made possible NMR studies of increasingly com
plex biological molecules in solution. 1 High resolution NMR 
in solids has similarly led to studies of more complex sys
tems. However, unlike liquid-state NMR, where the fast tum
bling motion of molecules provides a high resolution spec
trum naturally, solid-state NMR requires experimental 
averaging techniques to remove the broad orientation
dependent components of the spectrum.2,3 The removal of 
these anisotropic components, however, has the unfortunate 
consequence of also removing structural and dynamical in
formation, which makes the ability to selectively reintroduce 
anisotropic spectral information an important aspect of solid
state NMR. Experiments may be designed to yield both the 
high resolution needed to study complex systems and the 
anisotropic information needed to characterize the structural 
and dynamical properties of molecules. Useful techniques of 
this type include 2D and 3D experiments, where high reso-
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lution, isotropic frequencies along one dimension are corre
lated with broad, anisotropic frequency distributions in the 
other dimensions.4- 10 

The study of polymers is one area where correlation of 
isotropic and anisotropic information is especially valuable. 
Microscopic ordering and dynamics of polymers influence 
important macroscopic properties such as the mechanical 
moduli. For example, in many polymers, the a relaxation 
process is directly related to slow, large-scale motions of 
polymer chains, while the lower temperature f3 relaxation 
process is associated with more localized dynamics, such as 
phenylene ring flips or side group motions. I1 - 13 Such mo
tions may be studied by solid-state NMR in one of three 
motional time regimes. First, in the "fast" regime, where the 
correlation time Tc is of the order of the Larmor frequency, 
measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation times are useful 
for determining motional rates. Second, in the "intermedi
ate" regime, where Tc is of the order of the inverse width of 
the anisotropic frequency distribution Tc-lI Llwo, the spec
tral line shapes become altered; in favorable cases, motional 
information may be extracted by computer-simulated fits to 
the anisotropic patterns.14 Finally, in the "slow" regime, 
where T c~ 11 Ll wO, a 2D exchange experiment can be used to 
correlate the molecular orientations at two different times, 
separated by a long mixing period to allow for molecular 
motion. The resulting 2D exchange spectrum directly reflects 
the probability distribution function for molecular 
reorientation. 15 To date, most of the progress in studying 
molecular dynamics in the intermediate and slow regimes by 
NMR has been made by examining the anisotropies in either 
the quadrupole spectrum of 2H (Refs. 16-18) or the chemi
cal shift spectrum of I3C.19-21 While these studies are poten-
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tially very powerful, they are limited in that 2H NMR re
quires isotopic labeling and natural abundance I3C NMR is 
rendered impractical in all but the simplest systems due to 
overlapping patterns from chemically distinct but unresolved 
sites. 

Recently a new experiment, variable angle correlation 
spectroscopy (VACSY), was introduced to correlate the iso
tropic and anisotropic chemical shift interactions in rotating 
solids.9•

22 The basic principle of this technique is that the 
change in the sample rotation axis with respect to the static 
magnetic field Bo scales the anisotropic frequencies while 
leaving the isotropic frequencies invariant. Suitable process
ing of data acquired at different rotation axis angles provides 
a 2D spectrum where anisotropic patterns are separated ac
cording to the isotropic frequencies. VACSY has been used 
to extract the principal chemical shift tensor values from 
multisite organic molecules9 and glasses,23 and to study mo
lecular dynamics in the intermediate regime.24 The technique 
has been extended to a 3D experiment, suitable for probing 
dynamics in the slow regime by correlating 2D exchange 
patterns with a third, high resolution dimension.25 One dis
advantage of this 3D VACSY exchange experiment is the 
need for a special apparatus to quickly change the rotor axis 
between arbitrary angles during the mixing delay. This cre
ates experimental difficulties, such as mechanical strain of 
the electronic leads in the coil circuit, and restricts examina
tion of short mixing delays, since the minimum time required 
for the rotor hop is about 30 ms. 

We present in this paper an experimental simplification 
of the 3D VACSY exchange technique where the need for a 
sudden rotor axis reorientation is removed altogether. Now 
the full range of motional rates in the slow regime (1 Hz-l 
kHz) may be studied, limited only by T \ relaxation and in
termediate motion effects. This experiment requires the data 
from a series of 2D I3C NMR exchange experiments, each 
recorded at different rotation axis orientations, to be rear
ranged in a 3D matrix and Fourier transformed to obtain the 
high resolution exchange spectrum. Section II reviews the 
principles of the VACSY technique and shows how the pre
viously developed ideas lead to our current experiment. Sec
tion III describes mathematical details involved in the data 
processing. Section IV describes the experimental setup and 
parameters used in collecting the data. Finally, Sec. V pre
sents the analysis of the exchange spectra and comparisons 
with computer simulations. 

II. VACSY-GENERAL THEORY 

A. Generalization of Fourier transformations and data 
acquisition In VACSY 

Multidimensional NMR experiments usually acquire 
data by incrementing the signal orthogonally along each 
Fourier time dimension.26 For an n-dimensional experiment, 
there are n time periods, t \ , t 2'"'' tn' during which the trans
verse magnetization evolves. The signal is recorded by ac
quiring a free induction decay (FID) during tn' following 
phase encoding during the previous n -1 time periods. By 
incrementing all of the time variables independently in dis
crete steps, the acquired signal may be represented as27 

+"'wntn)]dWI dW2,,·dwn· (1) 

If fixed steps are used along each temporal dimension, the 
signal S(tl ,t2 , ... ,tn) can be placed on evenly spaced Carte
sian grid points in an n-dimensional matrix, and a fast Fou
rier transform (FFf) routine may be used to obtain the spec
trum l(w\ ,W2,""Wn). This method of using time 
increments and Cartesian data acquisition has been extended 
and generalized in NMR imaging. For example, it is often 
advantageous in NMR imaging to evolve the Fourier phase 
by incrementing the magnitude of the magnetic field gradient 
rather than time,zs There are also several NMR imaging 
methods that take advantage of non-Cartesian data acquisi
tion, where experimental data points no longer fall on a rect
angular grid, but where gradients are manipulated so that the 
signal forms radial,29,30 skewed,31 or even spiral32 trajecto
ries in the signal Fourier space. Non-Cartesian sampling of 
the Fourier space, however, usually requires subsequent in
terpolation in order to use the FFf or to display the image. 

Therefore, while the usual methods of incrementing time 
and acquiring data orthogonally along each Fourier dimen
sion are often experimentally convenient and facilitate the 
use of the FFf, they are not fundamental requirements for 
multidimensional NMR experiments. The important require
ment is that the phase which the system acquires during the 
experiment must be separable into individual terms, each ex
pressible as a product of two variables33 

n n 

<1>= "" <1>.= "" W·T· .4.J I .£.J t I' (2) 
;=\ ;=\ 

The frequency variables W; define the coordinate axes for the 
spectral intensity distribution, and the "generalized time" 
variables T; have the units of time and define the coordinates 
for the signal acquisition Fourier space. These latter vari
ables are under experimental control and are varied during 
the signal evolution and detection periods. Since the signal 
for an n -dimensional experiment is now redefined as 

S( T\ ,T2, ... ,Tn ) 

by integrating over the variables Tj , the spectrum 
l(w\ ,w2""'wn) can be obtained through a Fourier transfor
mation. This generalization of time variables and signal ac
quisition phase space can become a powerful tool, allowing 
the use of new experimental parameters and procedures to 
extract precisely the information desired in the spectrum. 
The coordinates in w space determine the variables to be 
correlated in the spectrum, while the coordinates in T space 
specify how the FIDs should be placed in the signal acqui
sition phase space. An n-dimensional experiment still re
quires n experimental parameters that must be incremented 
independently to allow the signal phase space to be densely 
filled with data, but there is considerably more latitude in 
how they are chosen. 
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FIG. 1. Pulse sequences for three different VACSY experiments. Below 
each pulse sequence is a graph of how Picos /3) is varied during the ex
periment. In all three experiments, a cross polarization (CP) sequence (Ref. 
36) is used to create the l3C magnetization, and 'H decoupling is applied for 
the duration of the experiment, except during the tm mixing delays. (a) A 2D 
VACSY experiment used to correlate isotropic frequencies with ID aniso
tropic spectral patterns. FIDs are acquired at different P2 values. (b) A 3D 
VACSY-S exchange experiment used to correlate the isotropic frequencies 
with the anisotropic frequency distributions measured before and after the t m 

mixing delay. The l3C magnetization evolves during t, with the sample 
spinning at the angle /3, . One component of the magnetization is then stored 
for the duration of t m' and the angle is switched to fJz, where the FID is 
acquired during t2' Angles /3, and fJz are varied independently during the 
experiment. (c) A 3D VACSY-T exchange experiment that obtains the same 
correlations as VACSY-S, but without the need for rapid sample reorienta
tion. A 2D exchange experiments are performed at a series of different P 2 

values. 

In the VACSY experiments, the angle of the spinning 
axis with respect to Bo is one of the variables that controls 
the phase that the signal acquires. The pulse sequences and 
the angle profiles for three different VACSY experiments are 
shown in Fig. 1; the Fourier variables and phases relevant to 
each experiment are listed in Table I. The design of all three 
experiments follows the same procedure. First, the frequency 
variables must be chosen to provide the desired correlation 
of information from the multidimensional spectrum. For the 

VACSY experiments, the isotropic frequencies in one dimen
sion (w) are correlated with anisotropic frequency distribu
tions in the other dimensions (wi, (2), as shown in column 4 
of Table I. Next, the phase acquired by the spin system dur
ing the time evolution periods is partitioned along different 
dimensions (column 2) such that the phase for each dimen
sion may be factored into the desired frequency variables Wi 
and the generalized time variables Ti (column 5). Each Ti 

must be distinguished from the others through different com
binations of independently adjustable parameters (column 3) 
to ensure that the signal spans a significant portion of the 
multidimensional Fourier space. Finally, the FIDs are placed 
in T space according to coordinates that are linear functions 
of time, so that the FIDs form linear trajectories whose ori
entations in T space are determined by the rotation axis pa
rameters. The data points are then interpolated onto a Carte
sian grid and Fourier transformed. 

B. 20 VACSY 

Figure lea) shows the pulse sequence for the original 
application of the VACSY technique where the isotropic and 
anisotropic chemical shifts are correlated in a 2D 
experiment.9 The phase acquired by a crystallite in a rapidly 
spinning rotor, evolving under its chemical shift frequency, 
may be written as3 

(4) 

where wi is the isotropic chemical shift, P 2( cos f3) is the 
second order Legendre polynomial, f3 is the angle of the 
rotation axis with respect to Bo, and wO(e,¢» is the aniso
tropic chemical shift as a function of e and ¢> the Euler 
angles rotating the chemical shift tensor from its principle 
axis frame to the rotor frame. The total phase, partitioned 
along two dimensions, is shown in Table I. Isotropic and 
anisotropic chemical shift frequencies can be correlated by 
allowing the signal to fill a 2D Fourier space defined by the 
coordinate axes [P 2( cos f3)t, t]. Each variable angle spinning 
FID forms a trajectory in this 2D phase space at an angle 
given by 

a=tan-I[RP2(cos f3)] (5) 

with respect to the isotropic time axis, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Here, R=sWO/swi, where swa is the spectral width in the 

TABLE I. The partitioned Fourier phases and conjugate Fourier variables for the three VACSY experiments 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Components of signal phase Adjustable Correlated 
Experiment <I>=W'T parameters frequencies Data coordinates in T space 

2D VACSY <I>,=w"P2(cos /3)t /3, t 
(~)=(~) (~~)=[P2(C~S /3)t] <1>2 = wit 

3D VACSY-S exchange <1>, = w1 P 2(cOS /3,)t, {3" fJz, 12 

(~)=(j) C') [P
2
(COS {3')1,] <l>2=~P2(COS fJz)t2 72 = P2(cos fJz)t2 

<l>3=Wit2 73 t2 
3D VACSY-T exchange <1>, =iftP2(cos f3)pt, {3,1"t2 

(~)=(j) () [P2(COS {3)Pt'] <l>2=~P2(COS {3)t2 72 = P2(cos /3)t2 
<l>3=C.,;cPt, +t2) 73 pt, +t2 
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FIG. 2. Mapping of each FID in a 2D VACSY experiment. The solid rays 
represent the FIDs being placed on a Cartesian grid. A FID acquired at a 
rotation axis angle P, is placed in the phase space as a ray inclined at an 
angle a=tan-I[RP2(COS P,)] with respect to the isotropic axis. The coordi
nate shown is labeled for a data point acquired at an angle Pi with a total 
time evolution of ntd' 

anisotropic uf dimension, and sw i is the spectral width in 
the isotropic wi dimension.9 Each data point acquired at a 
specified angle f3i has 7' space coordinates 

(6) 

where td is the discrete time increment (dwell time) of the 
data points in each FID, and n specifies the number of time 
increments. Once the data points have been placed, interpo
lation onto the rectangular grid followed by a Fourier trans
formation yields the desired spectrum. 

C. The 3D switched-angle VACSY (VACSY-S) 
exchange experiment 

The pulse sequences in Figs. l(b) and l(c) use the 
VACSY technique to study slow molecular motion. The ex
periments are three dimensional and correlate the isotropic 
chemical shifts in one dimension with the anisotropic chemi
cal shifts in the other two dimensions.25 The basis of the 3D 
VACSY exchange experiments is the three-pulse sequence 
(Fig. 3) that has been used extensively in 2D exchange ex
periments to study molecular motion.21 After the initial exci
tation, the magnetization evolves with the chemical shift fre
quency 

(7) 

during t I evolution. The second pulse stores one component 
of the magnetization parallel to Bo for the duration of the 
mixing period, t m , and the third pulse returns the magneti
zation to the transverse plane for detection during t 2' If mo
lecular reorientation occurs during t m' the frequency during 
detection changes to 

(8) 

assuming simple reorientation which leaves the isotropic fre
quency unaffected. The change in the anisotropic frequency 

b 

FIG. 3. The pulse sequence for the 2D exchange experiment used to study 
slow molecular reorientation. (a) The J3C magnetization is created through 
cross polarization and evolves during t l' The second pulse stores one com
ponent of the magnetization and the third pulse returns it to the transverse 
plane for signal detection after the t m delay. (b) If no molecular reorientation 
occurs during t m' the 2D spectrum shows only a diagonal ridge. (c) If 
molecular reorientation has occurred, the 2D spectrum reveals off-diagonal 
patterns characteristic of the molecular motion. 

results in distinctive off-diagonal patterns in the 2D spectrum 
[Fig. 3(c)], reflecting the type of molecular reorientation oc
curring during t m • 

The goal of the 3D VACSY exchange experiments is to 
obtain these 2D anisotropic patterns for each chemical site, 
requiring spectral variables defined as [w1 ,w~, wi]. The pre
vious 3D VACSY exchange experiment obtained these cor
relations through a straightforward extension of 2D VACSY 
by incorporating a hop of the sample rotor during t m ?S We 
will refer to this experiment as a 3D switched-angle VACSY 
(VACSY-S) exchange. According to Fig. l{b), the magneti
zation evolves for a fixed time t I at a specified rotation axis 
angle f31 . During t m , the rotation axis angle is changed to f3z, 
and the signal is acquired during t 2 with a total phase 

<I>=Witl+w1Pz(cos f31)tl+wit2+W~P2(COS f3z)tz, 
(9) 

which is partitioned along three dimensions, as shown in 
Table 1. The two angles f31 and f3z are incremented indepen
dently in the course of the experiment. These two angles and 
the signal detection time t z make up the three adjustable 
experimental parameters required for the 3D experiment. To 
obtain the desired spectral variables, the coordinate axes of 
the signal acquisition space must be defined as 
[P2(cos f31)t l ,P2{cos f3z)t 2,t2] (note that since tl is a con
stant time variable, wit I is simply a correctable first order 
phase shift and is thus ignored). The FIDs acquired with 
P2{COSf3I)=O form trajectories on the 7'1=P2(COSf3I)tl=O 
plane (Fig. 4) with the coordinates [O,P2{cos f3Z)t2 ,t2], which 
are identical to those of 2D VACSY. The only difference in 
this experiment is that when Pz{cos f31)*O, the magnetiza
tion acquires a phase shift 

(1O) 

during t I evolution. This effectively translates the 2D 
VACSY planes along the 71 = P 2(COS f31)t I axis, filling the 3D 
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FIG. 4. Trajectories of FIDs for the 3D VACSY-S exchange experiment 
shown in Fig. I(b). When P2(COS fJI)=O, the signal evolves on the TI =0 
plane in the identical manner as in the 2D VACSY experiment shown in Fig. 
2. When P 2( cos fJI) *0, the signal acquires an additional phase shift, 
Ll<I>=P2(COS fJI)tlw~ that encodes the anisotropic frequencies before the tm 
mixing delay. This phase shift results in a translation of the 2D VACSY 
plane along the TI =P2(cos fJI)t l dimension, filling the three-dimensional 
phase space. 

phase space, as shown in Fig. 4. The discrete data points 
acquired at specific angles {3, = {3j and f32 = {3j are placed in T 
space according to the coordinates 

T3= ntd, 
(11) 

where R = sw~1 sw i with sw~ being the spectral width in the 
anisotropic wi dimension, and sw i being the spectral width 
in the isotropic wi dimension. After the data within each T, 

plane has been interpolated in the same manner as the 2D 
VACSY data, the 3D matrix is Fourier transformed to obtain 
the correlation spectrum. 

D. The 3D total VACSY (VACSY-n exchange 
experiment 

In contrast to VACSY-S, which requires a series of phase 
modulated 2D VACSY data sets, the experiment [Fig. 1 (c)], 
introduced in this paper, requires a series of 2D exchange 
experiments, each recorded at a different rotation axis angle. 
We refer to this experiment as 3D total VACSY (VACSY-T) 
exchange to draw on the direct analogies to the original 2D 
VACSYexperiment. Just as 2D VACSY uses the scaling of 
one-dimensional powder patterns at each angle to separate 
the isotropic and anisotropic chemical shifts, 3D VACSY-T 
uses the scaling of two-dimensional anisotropic patterns at 
each angle for the isotropic separation (Fig. 5), and both 2D 
VACSY and 3D VACSY-T require incremental changes in 
the rotor axis only at the end of the complete pulse sequence. 

The three adjustable parameters in this experiment are 
the angle {3, and the two time variables t, and t 2 • In addition, 
the signals for both the p = + I and p = - 1 coherence path
ways in t, are acquired (Fig. 6); the p = -1 signal forms 
stimulated echoes during t2 while the p = + 1 signal forms 
antiechoes.27 This separate detection of both coherence path
ways is reminiscent of the States acquisition method where 
cosine and sine amplitude modulated data are acquired sepa
rately to obtain a pure-phase 2D spectrum.34 Here, it pro
vides access to larger areas of T space and reduces truncation 
artifacts in the line shapes. The phase 

FIG. 5. Scaling of the anisotropic patterns of three different chemical sites 
at different rotation axis angles fJ. Simulations of ID spectra and 2D ex
change spectra, corresponding to evolution at different angles fJ are shown. 
The anisotropic components of the spectra are scaled by the second leg
endre polynomial P 2(COS fJ), while the isotropic components are left invari
ant. This scaling of the anisotropic frequency causes the spectral patterns 
from the three sites to overlap for all but the P2 =0 spectra. 

cf.> = wipt, + W~P2(COS (3)pt, + w i t2+ W~P2(COS (3)t2 
(12) 

acquired in each variable-angle spinning 2D exchange ex
periment is partitioned into three dimensions (Table I), and 
the T space coordinate axes are defined as 
[P2(cos{3)pt"P2(COS{3)t2,(pt,+t2)]. Even though these 
coordinates appear similar in form to those that define T 

space for VACSY-S, because different parameters are being 
incremented, the FlDs for this experiment form entirely dif
ferent trajectories. 

The placement of the FlDs in T space can be clarified by 
considering the geometric patterns generated by different 

Echo Pathway 

p 0 S 7 
7 

-1 

Anti-Echo Pathway 
1 7 S 7 p 0 

-1 

FIG. 6. Coherence pathways for the two sets of data acquired in the 3D 
VACSY-T exchange experiment. The echo data are acquired using the 
p = - I t I coherence pathway, while the antiecho data are acquired using the 
p = + I t I coherence pathway. 
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FIG. 7. Mapping of all t 2=0 data points in the 3D VACSY-T experiment 
onto the T2=0 plane. All the data points map onto the plane with the coor
dinates [P2(COS (3)Ptl ,0,PtlJ. The p= + Itl pathway data points are placed 
on the plane in the same manner as in the 2D VACSY experiment (Fig. 2). 
The p= -It I pathway data points are placed below the T3=0 plane in an 
inverted 2D VACSY pattern. 

subsets of the data. The set of data points for t 2 =0 (the first 
points of all the FlDs) maps onto the T2=0 plane with the 
phase space coordinates [P2(COS (3)pt J ,O,pt J]. Aside from 
the sign factor in p, these coordinates on the T2=O plane are 
once again identical to those of 2D VACSY. The p = + I 
signal forms rays on the plane in the familiar 2D VACSY 
pattern, while the p = -1 signal forms rays below the T3 =0 

plane in an inverted 2D VACSY pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 
7. For t 2>0, the FlDs emerge from the rays on this plane to 
fill the 3D phase space. 

The set of data points for t J and t2 evolution at one 
specific angle f3i will map onto a skewed plane in the three
dimensional phase space as shown in Fig. 8. These points 
correspond to the data acquired at the angle f3i during a full 
2D exchange experiment. The data points on the T2=0 plane 
form a ray inclined at an angle 

(13) 

FIG. 8. Trajectories of 3D VACSY-T data for tl and t2 evolution at one 
particular rotation axis angle f3i' The tl evolution at f3i for t2=0 is repre
sented by one of the rays from Fig. 7. The ray makes an angle 
al=tan-I[R1P2(Cosf3i)] with respect to the isotropic T3 axis, with half of 
the ray above the T3=0 plane. With t3 increments, the FIOs emerge from this 
ray to evolve along the isotropic T3 axis as well as the anisotropic T2 axis, 
forming trajectories at an angle a2=tan-I[R2P 2(COS f3i)] with respect to the 
T3 axis. Thus the 2D exchange signal acquired at one angle f3i maps onto a 
skewed plane in the 3D phase space. 

45° [# 

FIG. 9. Trajectories of 3D YACSY-T exchange data for tl and t2 evolution 
at three different rotation axis angles. At different rotation angles f3i' the 
angles al and a2 that define the orientation of the data plane in the 3D phase 
space change, allowing the full 3D phase space to be filled with data. At 
f3i=54.74°, al =a2=0, and the 2D data plane collapses onto the isotropic 
axis. 

with respect to the isotropic T3 axis, where R J = sw1 / sw i
, 

with swi being the spectral width in the anisotropic wi di~ 
mension, and sw i being the spectral width in the isotropic w' 
dimension (Fig. 8). This ray of data corresponds to one of the 
rays in Fig. 7. With increasing t 2, evolution not only occurs 
along the anisotropic T2 dimension, but also along the isotro
pic T3 dimension. Thus, unlike conventional 3D NMR ex
periments, the FlDs do not emerge from the T2=O plane in a 
perpendicular trajectory, but at an angle 

a2=tan-J[R2P2(COS f3i)], (14) 

with respect to the isotropic axis, where R2=sW2/SWi, and 
SW2 is the spectral width in the anisotropic w2 dimension 
(Fig. 8). Figure 9 shows how the data acquired at other ro
tation axis angles form trajectories in similar 2D planes, but 
skewed at different angles al and a2' Note that when 
f3i=54.74° (the magic angle), the entire plane collapses on to 
the isotropic axis, since at this angle, P 2=0, and no aniso
tropic evolution occurs. This change in the orientation of the 
2D exchange data planes for different f3i allows the 3D T 

space to be densely filled with data. 
We chose to densely fill only half of the full 3D T space. 

Thus all data points that map below the T3 =0 plane are com
plex conjugated and spatially inverted into the upper four 
octants, where the data are interpolated onto a 128X 128 
X 128 Cartesian matrix. The interpolation is simplified when 
t I and t 2 increments are identical. Then R I = R 2 and all of the 
data points lie on equally spaced planes perpendicular to the 
isotropic T3 axis. In this case, 2D interpolation is required on 
each of these planes, while no interpolation is required along 
the isotropic dimension. The patterns made by the experi
mental data on some of the T3 planes are shown in Fig. 10. 
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a 

t, 

FIG. 10. The patterns made by data points on different isotropic planes 
perpendicular to the T3 axis. For these patterns, all the data have been 
mapped onto the 3D phase space. Data points originally below the T3=0 

plane have been complex conjugated and spatially inverted into the upper 
half of the phase space as described in the text. (a) The T3=0 plane. Only a 
single ray of data exists on this plane along the T2= - Tl line. The rest of the 
area on the plane contains no data, and thus all the points outside of the line 
are set to zero. The data on this plane correspond to the stimulated-echo 
tops. (b) and (c) show the data mappings for higher T3 planes. As T3 in
creases, the portions of the phase space containing data (the shaded regions) 
also increase; the regions outside of this area are set to zero. (d) The data 
mapping onto the highest isotropic plane at T3 = Nt d , where N + 1 is the total 
number of tl or t2 data points. The data on this plane occupy only two of the 
quadrants. 

Further details of the coordinate calculations and the interpo
lation procedure are given in the following section. After 
interpolation, a 3D Fourier transformation yields the final 
spectrum .. 

The data rearrangement procedure required for both 3D 
VACSY exchange experiments is an extension of the proce
dure used in 2D VACSY. All three experiments require trac
ing out linear trajectories of FIDs in7 space tilted at angles 
determined by the rotation axis orientations and the relative 
anisotropic and isotropic spectral widths. In fact, an excellent 
check of the interpolation routine for 3D VACSY-T exchange 
is to examine the 7, =0 or the 72=0 planes in the 3D time 
domain data matrix after interpolation. Since the coordinates 
for the data on these planes are identical to those of 2D 
VACSY, a Fourier transformation of the time domain data 
from these planes gives the same spectrum as the 2DVACSY 
experiment. 

III. COORDINATE MAPPING OF 3D VACSY-T 
EXCHANGE 

A. General properties of the VACSY-T coordinates 

During t 2 evolution, the p = - It, pathway signal forms 
stimulated echoes, while the p = + 1 (, pathway signal forms 
antiechoes. The data are thus separated into four arrays D; , 
D;; , D; , and D -; 1 , depending on the sign of the parameters 
for the different variable-angle experiments. The + and -
superscripts designate the sign of P 2, while a and e sub-

FIG. II. Labeling of the octants in the 3D phase space. All the octants of the 
3D cube are shown and numbered, except octant 7 which is hidden in the 
perspective shown in the figure. 

scripts designate the sign of the t 1 pathway. The array ele
ments are specified by three indices D(i,j,k); i denotes the 
angle at which the experiment took place, j denotes the t, 
increment, and k denotes the (2 increment. These indices 
have the following bounds: 

(15) 

where Na is the number of different angles used in the ex
periment, N, + 1 is the number of (, points, and N 2 + 1 is the 
number of (2 points. For notational simplicity, we will as
sume NI =N2=N and R, =R2= 1. 

Using the labeling of the octants in Fig. 11, the data 
contained in each of the four arrays can be shown to map 
into different regions of the phase space, as listed in Table II. 
Since the antiecho signal evolves with 73 = t , + (2, the D; 
and D;; data points map only above the 73=0 plane. When 
P 2>0, the antiecho signal evolves along the + 71 and + 72 
axes, which restricts the mapping of the D; data points to 
octant 1. Likewise, when P2<0, the antiecho signal evolves 
along the - 71 and - 72 axes, restricting the mapping of the 
D;; data points to octant 3. In contrast, the echo signal 
evolves with 73=-(1 +t2; thus the D; and D-; data points 
map above and below the 73=0 plane. The 73=0 plane itself 
contains all of the stimulated echo tops. When P 2>0, the 
echo signal evolves along the - 7, and + 72 axes, which re
stricts the mapping of the D; data points to octant 6 if 73<0 
and to octant 2 if 73>0. When P2<0, the echo signal evolves 
along the + 71 and - 72 axes, which restricts the mapping of 
the D-; data points to octant 8 if 73<0 and to octant 4 if 
73>0. As mentioned above, all of the data points that map 
below the 73=0 plane are complex conjugated and spatially 

TABLE II. Regions of the Fourier space mapped by each of the four data 
arrays. The octants are defined in Fig. 11. The integers i, j, and k index the 
rotation axis angle, t 1 increments, and t2 increments, respectively. 

P (t 1 path) P2 (cosf3) Data array Mapping region 

+1 + D;(i,j,k) Octant 1 
+1 D;;(i,j,k) Octant 3 
-1 + D;U,j,k) Octants 2, 6 
-1 D;(i,j,k) Octants 4, 8 
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TABLE III. Coordinates for the antiecho data points that map directly into octant 1. 

l=j+k r T,=P0td 

° 1 ° 1 P2(cos f3.)t d 

2 0 
2 P 2(cos f3')2td 
2 2 P2(cos f3.)td 

2 3 ° n l';;r';;n+l P 2(cos f3j)(n + 1- r)td 

inverted to the upper four octants. Thus the data points origi
nally mapping into octant 6 will end up in octant 4, while 
the points originally mapping into octant 8 will end up in 
octant 2. • 

The 7 space coordinates for 3D VACSY-T exchange in 
Table I may be written in discrete index form by substituting 
t t = p} t d and t 2 = k t d' With an additional index / defining the 
isotropic 7"3 increments 

I=p}+k, (16) 

and using the condition R 1 = R 2 = I, we obtain 

7"1 = P2( cos f3;)P}td' 7"2 = P 2 ( cos f3;)(l-pj)t d , 

73=ltd' (17) 

where the bounds in I are set to -N~/~N. As described 
above, all the data points lie on one of the equally spaced 
isotropic planes indexed by the integer I, and from Eq. (17), 
the index } locates the data points within each of these 
planes. The calculation of the 71 and 72 coordinates, required 
for interpolation on these planes, will now be discussed. All 
of the results presented below are summarized in Tables 
III-V. 

B. Mapping of the antiecho data 

All of the anti echo data D; map into octant 1 (Fig. 12) 
and are acquired with p = + I, so Eq. (16) becomes 

/= }+k. (18) 

On the 1=0 plane [Fig. 12(a)], only }=O satisfies Eq. (18) 
and the bounds in Eq. (15). Thus all of the data points 
D;U,O,O) map into the same coordinate on the /=0 plane 

7"1 =0, 7"2=0. (19) 

Data points 
T2=P2ktd D;(i,j,k) 

0 D;(i,O,O) 

° D;(i, 1 ,0) 
Picos f3.)td D;(i,O,1) 

0 D;(i,2,O) 
P 2(cos f3.)t d D;(i,l,l) 

Picos f3')2t d D;(i,0,2) 
Picos f3;)(r-l)td D;(i,n+ I-r,r-I) 

These points correspond to the data acquired with zero time 
evolution in both t 1 and t 2' 

On the 1 = 1 plane [Fig. 12(b)], Eqs. (15) and (18) are 
satisfied for} =0,1. Substituting} =0 into Eq. (17), the coor
dinates for D; (i, 0, 1) become 

(20) 

Likewise, substituting j = 1, the D; (i, 1 ,0) coordinates be
come 

(21) 

These points form two rays, one along each of the axes in the 
plane, with each ray containing N a data points. 

On the 1=2 plane [Fig. 12(c)], there are three rays of 
data corresponding to }=O, 1, and 2. The coordinates on this 
plane are obtained in the same manner as above and are 
listed in Table III. In general, the / = n plane has n + 1 rays of 
data. With the rays indexed by the integer r and numbered 
counterclockwise from the 7"1 axis (Fig. 12), each ray con
tains the data points D; (i, n + 1 - r, r - 1) with the coordi
nates 

The data points in D;; map into 7" space in the identical 
manner as described above except that since P2~0, the data 
maps into octant 3 and all the coordinates undergo a sign 
inversion (7"1,7"2)--+(- 7"1 ,- 7"2)' Table III summarizes the re
sults of this subsection. 

c. Mapping of the echo data 

The mapping for the echo data differs from the antiecho 
mapping in that the echo data points map both above and 

TABLE IV. Coordinates for the echo data points with P 2",,0 that map directly into octant 2. 

l=-j+k 

N 
N-l 
N-! 
N-2 
N-2 
N-2 
n 

ra 

1 
2 

2 
3 

!';;ra~N-n+! 

o 

° - Picos f3j)td 

° -Picos f3j)td 

-Picos f3')2td 
-P2(cos f3.)(ra-l)td 

P2(cos f3j)Ntd 
P2(cos f3j)(N-!)td 

P2(cos f3;)Ntd 
P2(cos f3.)(N-2)td 
P2(cos f3.)(N-l)t d 

P 2(cos f3;)Ntd 

P2(cos f3.)(n+ra-l)td 
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D:(i,j,k) 

D:(i,O,N) 
D:(i,O,N-!) 

D:U,I,N) 
D:(i,0,N-2) 
D:(i,I,N-I) 

D:U,2,N) 
D:(i,ra-l,n+ra-l) 
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TABLE V. Coordinates for the echo data points with P2";0 that map into octant 2 through complex conjugation 
and spatial inversion. 

Data points 
1= - j+k rh 1'\=-IP2Ii td 1'2=lp2lktd D;*{i,j,k) 

N -lp2(cos (Ji)INtd 0 D;*(i,N,O) 
N-I -lp2(cos (Ji)I(N-I)td 0 D;*(i,N - 1,0) 
N-I 2 -lp2(cos {J;)INtd Ip2(cos (J;)ltd D;*(i,N,I) 
N-2 -lp2(cos (J;)I(N-2)td 0 D;*(i,N - 2,0) 
N-2 2 -IP2(cos {J;)I(N-I)td IPicos (J;)ltd D;*U,N - 1,1) 
N-2 3 -IP2(cos {J;)INtd Ip 2(COS (Ji)12td D;*{i,N,2) 
n l";rh";N-n+I -lp2(cos {J;)I(n+rb-l)td Ip2(cos (J;)I(rb-l)td D;*(i,n + rb - I,rb 

- I) 

below the /=0 plane. The points that originally mapped into 
the lower half of the phase space are inverted into the upper 
half before interpolation and Fourier transformation. Thus, 
two sets of data appear on each plane (Fig. 13); set a corre
sponds to the data points that map directly onto the plane; set 
b corresponds to the points that map through spatial inver
sion. According to Table II, set a of octant 2 contains D: 
data points, while set b contains D -; * data points that origi
nally mapped into octant 8, but were complex conjugated 
and inverted into octant 2. Likewise, set a of octant 4 con-

tains D -; data points, while set b contains D: * . The echo 

a 

c 

'to 1=0 

T=l 

't2 1=2 

T=2 
T=2 

r=l 

't, 

b 'to 1= 1 

T=2 
T=l 't, 

d 

't, 

FIG. 12. Mapping of data onto 1'3 planes in octant 1. The planes are shown 
in ascending order starting from the I =0 plane. This portion of the phase 
space is mapped by the antiecho data with P 2;;>0 contained in the array D; . 
The bold lines represent the rays of experimental data points that are placed 
in each of the planes. The rays of data are labeled by the index r and are 
numbered counterclockwise starting from the 1'\ axis. The specific coordi
nates and data points mapping into this octant are given in Table m and are 
discussed in the text. (a) The 1 =0 plane. There is only a single point in this 
plane corresponding to zero evolution in both t \ and t 2' (b) The 1=1 plane. 
The data map onto two rays, one along each of the two anisotropic axes on 
the plane. The data correspond to the signal obtained from a single dwell 
time increment in either t \ or t 2' Each of the two rays contains N a data 
points. (c) The 1=2 plane. There are three rays of data on this plane corre
sponding to three different combinations of t \ and t2 dwell time increments 
to obtain i+ j=2. (d) The 1=5 plane. With each higher increment of the 1'3 
plane, one additional ray of data appears and the portion of the phase space 
covered by the data increases. There are six rays of data on this plane. 
Altogether, plane I contains 1+1 rays of data, with each ray containing N a 

data points. 

data mapping also differs in that the plane with the fewest 
number of data points is the highest isotropic plane [Fig. 
13(a)], so we will begin anaiysis of the echo data coordinates 
by examining the mapping onto octant 2 with 1= N and pro
ceed to lower I planes. 

For the echo data, p = -1 so Eq. (16) becomes 

a. l=N 

,..= 1 set b 

-'1:, 

c. I=N-2 

"'=3 

-'1:, 

r"= 1 
seta 

'to 

b. 
l=N-I 

-'t, 

d. 
I=N-5 't2 

FIG. 13. Mapping of the echo data D;* and D: onto octant 2. The planes 
are shown in descending order from the highest isotropic plane at 1= N. The 
data in this octant are separated into two sets. Set a contains the data D: 
that map directly onto the octant. Set b contains the data D; * that map into 
octant 2 through complex conjugation and spatial inversion of D; that origi
nally mapped into octant 8. The rays of data in set a are indexed by ra and 
are numbered counterclockwise starting from the + 1'2 axis; the rays in set b 
are indexed by rb and are numbered clockwise starting from the - 1'\ axis. 
The data points that map onto this octant and their coordinates are given in 
Tables IV and V and are discussed in the text. (a) The I=N plane. Two rays 
of data appear on this plane. The D: data that have evolved with j=O and 

k=N map onto the 1'2 axis. The D;* data that have evolved with j=N and 
k=O map onto the -1'\ axis. (b) The I=N-I plane. Two rays appear on this 
plane for each set of data. The two rays in set a correspond to the two 
possible combinations of t\ and t2 dwell times that satisfy the condition 
- j + k = N - 1. The two rays in set b require the dwell time combinations to 
satisfy -j+k= -(N-I). (c) The I=N-2 plane. There are three rays for 
each set of data. The three rays in set a correspond to the three possible 
combinations of t\ and t2 dwell times that satisfy -j+k=N-2. The three 
rays in set b require the dwell time combinations to satisfy - j + k = - (N 
-2). (d) The I=N-5 plane. With each decrement of 1'3, an additional ray 
appears for each set of data. However, the area of phase space the data cover 
becomes smaller at the lower planes until at r=0 all the rays collapse onto 
a single line at 1'2 = - 1'\ . 
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l=-j+k. (23) 

On the I=N plane [Fig. 13(a)], D: data points in set a 
satisfy Eqs. (IS) and (23) only if j=O. Substituting j =0 into 
Eq. (17), the coordinates for D:U,O,N) on the plane be
come 

(24) 

The data points in set b originally mapped into the 1= - N 
plane of octant 8, requiring j = N and the coordinates 

(25) 

With complex conjugation and spatial inversion of coordi

nates (71,73,73)~(-7\>-73,-73)' the D-;*(i,N,O) points 
map onto the 1= N plane with the final coordinates 

(26) 

The data in set a can be seen in Fig. 13(a) to form a ray 
along the 72 axis, while the data in set b forms a ray along 
the - 7J axis. 

On the I=N-I plane [Fig. 13 (b)], set a contains two 
rays of data corresponding to j=O,l. For j=O, 
D; (i, ° ,N - I) maps onto this plane with the coordinates 

7J =0, 72=P2(cos f3i)(N-l)td' (27) 

while for j = I, D; (i, I,N) has the coordinates 

7J = - P 2(cos f3i)td, 72= P 2(cos f3i)Ntd' (28) 

Likewise, set b on this plane also contains two rays of data, 
corresponding to the points that originally mapped into the 
1= - (N - 1) plane with j = N - 1 ,N. After the final transfor-

mation, D-;*(i,N - 1,0) maps onto the I=N-l plane with 
the coordinates 

71=-lp2(COS f3i)I(N-l)td' 72=0, 

while D -; * (i ,N, I) has the coordinates 

(29) 

71 = -lp2(cos f3i)INtd, 72= Ip2(COS f3i)ltd' (30) 

On the 1= N - 2 plane [Fig. 13(c)], set a contains three 
rays of data corresponding to j=0,1,2, and set b also con
tains three rays of data corresponding to j=N-2,N- I,N. 
The data points and coordinates on this plane are given in 
Tables IV and V. In general, the 1= n plane has a total of 
N - n + 1 rays of data for each of the two sets a and b. 
Figure 13 shows the rays of data in set a indexed by ra and 
numbered counterclockwise from the + 72 axis; rays in set b 
are indexed by rb and numbered clockwise from the - 7J 
axis. On the 1= n plane, each ray in set a contains the data 
points D: (i, ra - 1 ,n + ra - I) with the coordinates 

7J = -I P 2( cos f3i)1 (ra - 1 )td, 

72=lpz(cos f3i)l(n+ra -l)td, 
(31) 

while each ray in set b contains D -; * (i, n + rb - 1, rb 
1) with the coordinates 

71 = -IP2(cos f3i)l(n + rb-I)td' 

T2=lpz(cos f3i)l(r b-l)td' (32) 
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FIG. 14. Interpolation of the data points onto a Cartesian grid. All the data 
points lie on one of the T3 planes, requiring a 2D interpolation on each of the 
planes. Only the points within the shaded regions of Fig. 10 are interpolated. 
In this region, each point on the Cartesian grid is bounded by two rays of 
experimental data. Four nearest neighbor points (circled in the figure) are 
chosen from the two rays to interpolate the Cartesian grid point p as dis
cussed in the text. 

The mapping into octant 4 is identical to that of octant 2, 
-* +* except that the arrays are swapped D e ~ D e and 

D: ---* D -;, and the coordinates undergo a sign change 
(7\ ,72)---*( - 7\ ,- 72)' Tables IV and V summarize the results 
of this subsection. 

D. Interpolation 

Once the coordinates are calculated, the experimental 
data on each isotropic plane must be interpolated onto a Car
tesian grid. Only the points within the shaded bounds of Fig. 
10 are interpolated. Any Cartesian grid point p within this 
region is bounded by two rays of data, and thus four nearest 
neighbor experimental data points can be obtained, two on 
each ray (Fig. 14). Any combination of three of these data 
points forms a plane in the 3D spaces defined by the coordi
nates (Re D, 7J ,72) and (1m D, 7\> 72), where Re D and 1m D 
are the real and imaginary parts of the complex data points. 
By successively ignoring one of the extra points of the origi
nal four, real and imaginary planes may be constructed in 
four ways. The interpolated value at point p is assigned the 
average complex value of the intersecting real and imaginary 
planes at the coordinates of point p. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

The 3D VACSY-T exchange spectrum was recorded on a 
7.07 T, homebuilt spectrometer, interfaced to a TECMAG 
pulse programmer. Modifications were made to the basic 
variable angle probe design35 to allow for variable tempera
ture control. The air for both the spinner drive and bearing 
was temperature controlled separately by heaters placed at 
the base of the probe, then transferred through Dewared lines 
into the probe head. The temperature was monitored by an 
Omega programmable temperature controller and a thermo-
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couple placed on the bearing line just before entry into the 
spinner assembly. The angle of the spinner axis was adjusted 
by a Whedco stepping motor and a computerized motor con
troller that allowed angles to be set to within 0.1 0. A field 
gradient in the probe contributed a constant angle dependent 
frequency shift in the spectra that was removed in the final 
data processing. 

A sample of ordered isotactic polypropylene (iPP) (Hos
talen PP) {[ -CH2CH-(CH3)- ]n} was obtained from Hoechst 
AG (Frankfurt, Germany). The sample was cut into disks and 
placed inside the spinner with the draw axis perpendicular to 
the axis of rotation. 

Each variable angle spinning exchange experiment was 
obtained at 360 K with a mixing time of 1 s and a recycle 
delay of 1 s. A conventional \3C cross-polarization sequence 
was used with 'H decoupling during the t, and t2 time 
periods?6 Phase cycling37 was used to select the 
-1 ~O~ + 1 and + 1 ~O~ + 1 pathways, and the data sets 
were recorded separately. Since the rf coil axis remains par
allel to the sample spinner axis, the rotation axis angle {3 was 
restricted to the range 90°;;;" {3;335.3°. Altogether 31 different 
2D exchange experiments were recorded at angles corre
sponding to the P 2 values of 

P2(cos{3k)=-0.5+(k-l)/30, k=I, ... ,31. (33) 

Both t, and t2 dwell time increments were set to 166.7 I1-s. 
One hundred and twenty-eight points were acquired in t 2' 
while the number of points acquired in t, varied with the 
angle at which the 2D exchange experiment took place. For 
the experiments recorded in the range 59°;;;"{3;352°, 128 t, 
points were acquired, while for the experiments in the ranges 
51°;;;"{3;335.3° and 90°;;;"{3;360°, 64 t, points were acquired, 
since the FlOs decay faster at these latter angles. Only one 
FlD is required at the magic angle {3=54.74°, where all the 
anisotropic terms disappear. Each FlO was signal averaged 
for 40 scans and the total data acquisition time for the 30 
experiment was four days. The data were then transferred to 
a Silicon Graphics R4000 computer, where each 20 experi
ment was zero filled to a 128X 128 matrix, phase corrected, 
and then mapped and interpolated onto a 128X 128X 128 
cube. The data was then Fourier transformed to obtain the 
3D exchange spectrum. 

v. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Isotactic polypropylene (iPP) is used to demonstrate the 
3D VACSY exchange experiments. X-ray diffraction and 
NMR studies have revealed that iPP is a semicrystalline 
polymer forming a helix with three monomers per helix turn 
(3, helix) in the crystalline region?8.39 A side view of the 
helix is shown in Fig. 15(a) and the view along the helix axis 
with the methyl groups pointing outward is shown in Fig. 
15(b). Mechanical and dielectric measurements on iPP have 
shown that slow motion in the range of 1 Hz to 1 kHz occurs 
at elevated temperatures.40 13C and 2H NMR studies have 
shown that iPP undergoes discrete threefold 120° jumps 
about the helix axis22

,4' [Fig. 15(b)]. The correlation times 
strongly indicate that this helical motion is responsible for 
the a relaxation process. In agreement with these results, the 

a 

FIG. 15. (a) A side view of the iPP 31 helix. (b) A view of the molecule 
along the helix axis. The threefold helical jump motion is illustrated by the 
highlighted (-CH-CH3) group that undergoes a 1200 rotation. (c) Orienta
tion of the CSA tensors in the molecular frame. The tensors for the methine 
and methyl carbons are almost axially symmetric so the unique axis alone 
describes the orientations of these tensors. The <Tll axis of the methine 
carbon is placed along the C-H bond, and the <T33 axis of the methyl carbon 
is placed along the CH-CH3 bond. <T33 of the methylene carbon is perpen
dicular to H-C-H plane, while the <T22 axis is offset from bisecting the 
H-C-H angle. 

spectra from the previous 30 VACSY-S exchange experi
ment revealed off-diagonal exchange intensity for each of the 
chemical sites of iPP.25 

Ordered iPP is used in this current study to enhance the 
appearance of the off-diagonal exchange patterns. The order
ing of the sample is reflected in distinct anisotropic line 
shapes that are modified from powder patterns.42 Two
dimensional VACSY experiments reveal these differences in 
the anisotropic spectra of each chemical site for the disor
dered and ordered samples as shown in Figs. 16(a) and 
16(b). For simulation purposes, the principal values of the 
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensors were obtained from 
the powder patterns, and the orientation of each tensor was 
obtained from literature.43 Figure 15(c) shows the orientation 
of the CSA tensors for the three chemically distinct carbon 
sites. The CSA tensors for the methyl and methine carbons 
are almost axially symmetric, thus the unique axis alone de
fines the orientation of each tensor in the molecular frame. 
The a33 axis of the methyl carbon is placed along the C-CH3 
bond, while the a" axis of the methine carbon is placed 
along the C-H bond. For the methylene carbon, the a33 axis 
is perpendicular to the H-C-H plane, and the a22 axis is 
offset from bisecting the H-C-H angle as specified by Nakai 
et al. 43 

The well-defined helical structure of the chains leads to a 
microscopic axial symmetry in the orientation distribution, 
while the large diameter of the drawn samples leads to a 
macroscopic axial symmetry. Thus the orientation distribu
tion is constant in two of the three Euler angles (transverse 
isotropy).44 A spherical Gaussian function 
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FIG. 16. Experimental I D I3c anisotropic spectral patterns for the three 
sites of iPP obtained from 2D VACSY experiments. The spacing of tick 
marks corresponds to I kHz. (a) Anisotropic spectral line shapes of disor
dered iPP. (b) Anisotropic spectral line shapes of ordered iPP. (c) Simula
tions of ordered iPP using a spherical Gaussian orientation distribution func
tion with a rms deviation of 15°. 

P( 8) = C exp( - ~i:; 8) (34) 

is used as the orientation distribution of the helix axes about 
the draw axis of the oriented sample.45 Here, C is a normal
ization constant, 8 specifies the orientation of a given helix 
axis with respect to the sample draw axis, and 8(J' is the root 
mean square of the angular deviation from the order axis. 
Fits to the experimental data were obtained using 8(J'= 15 0 

and are shown in Fig. 16(c). 
The effect of molecular reorientation on the 2D ex

change patterns for each carbon site of iPP is clearly seen in 
Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), which were obtained using mixing 
times of I ms and I s, respectively. Since no significant 
molecular reorientation has occurred during the short mixing 
delay, the spectra in Fig. 17(a) show only diagonal ridges. 
Note that such short mixing delays are not technically 
achievable in the VALSY-S exchange experiment due to the 
duration of the rotor flips during the mixing time. The spec
tra in Fig. 17(b) reveal distinct off-diagonal ridge patterns, 
reflecting the molecular reorientation which occurred during 
the long mixing delay. Simulations shown in Fig. 17(c) using 
1200 helical jumps with Tc < t m , show good agreement with 
the experimental data. In particular, both the experimental 
and simulated spectra for the methylene and methine carbons 
reveal the elliptical ridge patterns indicative of discrete mo
lecular motion.46 The exchange pattern for the methyl carbon 
shows significant discrepancy between experiment and simu-

c 

• 
CH , • " 

FIG. 17. Experimental 2D exchange patterns for the three sites of ordered 
iPP obtained from the 3D VACSY-T exchange experiment at T=360 K. (a) 
Three-dimensional VACSY-T exchange data with tm=1 ms. (b) Three
dimensional VACSY-T exchange data with tm=J s. (c) Simulations of 2D 
exchange patterns for each site of iPP, using 120° jumps about the helix with 
a correlation time Tc < t m • 

lation. However, the methyl line shape distortion is also seen 
in the 2D VACSY patterns (not shown) obtained by Fourier 
transforming either the TJ =0 or the T2=0 slice from the full 
3D VACSY-T time domain matrix as discussed above. Thus 
we surmise that the distortion in the methyl carbon exchange 
pattern is not due to the procedure of the experiment, but 
rather due to a strong spectral component from the amor
phous regions of the polymer at higher temperatures.41 

Artifacts that appear as ridges along the diagonal in the 
exchange patterns, however, are inherent to the experiment 
and arise from incomplete sampling of the Fourier space, as 
seen in Fig. 10. Filling these holes would require refocusing 
only the anisotropic frequencies during t2 evolution and 
would involve a hop of the rotor in between the tl and t2 

evolution periods, nullifying the main advantage of the 3D 
VACSY-T exchange experiment. Artifacts due to incomplete 
sampling of Fourier space are also seen in 2D VACSY,1O but 
these artifacts can be removed by using a linear prediction47 

to fill in the missing data.48 We are currently exploring other 
processing methods that may be suitable for improving the 
quality of the 3D VACSY-T exchange spectrum. However, 
despite the artifacts, distinct patterns revealing discrete jump 
motions can be clearly seen in the exchange spectrum for 
two of the three chemical sites in iPP in good agreement with 
simulations. The quality of the spectra is such that, in the 
case of an unknown motional mechanism, the spectral pat
terns can be used, in conjunction with simulations, to reject 
incorrect motional models and verify the correct mecha
nisms. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

We have demonstrated a new extension of the VACSY 
technique for high resolution studies of slow molecular mo
tion which eliminates the need for rapid reorientation of the 
sample rotor. This new technique is based on the same basic 
principle as the original 2D VACSY and 3D VACSY-S ex
change experiments. The change in the rotation axis of a 
rapidly spinning sample with respect to the static magnetic 
field Bo scales the anisotropic frequencies, but leaves the 
isotropic frequencies invariant. By acquiring a series of 2D 
exchange experiments at different rotation axes, the time do
main data may be mapped onto a 3D matrix such that a fast 
Fourier transformation directly yields isotropic-anisotropic 
correlations. There are two main features particular to 3D 
VACSY-T exchange. By removing the requirement for the 
rotor hop, experimental difficulties have been shifted from 
the hardware and mechanical aspects of the experiment to 
the software and data processing, which is generally prefer
able given continued advances in software and computer 
technology. The experiment also removes restrictions on the 
length of the t m mixing delay and opens up the possibility for 
studying the full range of dynamical rates in the slow motion 
regime. This study also further demonstrates how a redefini
tion of the generalized time variables, Ti' in terms of adjust
able experimental parameters can lead to novel experimental 
approaches. 
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